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THE BMW  SERIES.
ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
JOY ALLOWS ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

BREATHTAKING MOMENTS – EVERY DAY.
The BMW  Series Convertible, the BMW  Series Coupé, the BMW  Series Gran Coupe – each the
embodiment of timeless aesthetics that fascinate a new every day. Every BMW  Series is the epitome of
exclusive elegance and pure dynamism where sporty, ﬂ owing design combines with high quality interiors
and the efﬁ cient, powerful performance that deﬁ nes BMW driving pleasure.
Original BMW Accessories now allow you to make the experience better still with a wealth of options for
customising your BMW  Series. There is also an extensive range of optional extras from the factory. With
Original BMW Accessories, you can fulﬁ l your personal wishes for the exterior, the interior, for communication
and information or with transport and luggage solutions. Create an even more stunning look and breathtaking
exclusivity – with your own unique statement.
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Exterior

IRRESISTIBLE FROM EVERY POINT OF VIEW.


  " light-alloy wheels V-spoke   
Cast. Weight-optimized, burnished on visible side.
Available in Bicolour-look (pic  ) and in Liquid Black
(not pictured).

ORIGINAL BMW EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.



Complete winter wheels
Specially designed for this vehicle. Available in   " and   "
sizes.
  " light-alloy wheels Star-spoke    (not pictured)



  " light-alloy wheels Star-spoke   


  " light-alloy wheels Star-spoke    in chrome


  " light-alloy wheels Cross-spoke   


  " light-alloy wheels Cross-spoke   
Ferric Grey
Recommended tyres
When buying new tyres, we recommend that you choose
those marked with the ﬁ ve-pointed star on the sidewalls.
Extensively tested by BMW and tailored to your BMW
model, they ensure an unforgettable driving experience.
Your BMW Service partner will be happy to advise you.


Car cover
With its aerodynamic looks, the car cover underlines
the sporty styling of your BMW  Series and ﬁ ts the
car perfectly. It protects against dirt, dust, water and
scratches. It can be used indoors and outdoors.
Machine-washable up to   °C.


  " light-alloy wheels V-spoke   


Snow chains
Designed for use with BMW tyres, they are easy to ﬁ t and
offer optimum grip on snow and ice.
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BMW M PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES FOR THE BMW  SERIES.
Here’s a selection of high-tech aerodynamics, chassis, drivetrain and cockpit components that give your BMW  Series even
more powerful dynamics and sportiness. Powered by M.


BMW M Performance carbon wing mirror caps
Carefully hand-crafted. Sporty design adapted to the
BMW  Series with a high-tech feel.


BMW M Performance front grille, black
Frame and grille slats in black. Underlines the elegant and
dynamic character of the BMW  Series.
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  " BMW M Performance light-alloy wheels
V-spoke    M
Available in Bicolour look (pic  ) and Liquid Black (not
pictured).


BMW M Performance exhaust system
For an impressively sporty sound – inside and out. An
exceptionally high quality stainless steel exhaust system
featuring two chrome-plated tailpipes. Includes M logo.
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BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel
Alcantara-covered for optimum grip and ﬂ attened at the
bottom.
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  " light-alloy wheels Multi-spoke   
Bicolor, black, burnished.


Wind deﬂ ector
Reduces interior draughts and turbulence.



LED headlights
LED headlights in the BMW  Series provide even
stronger and more even illumination of the road for
signiﬁ cantly improved night vision. Reﬂ ective objects
are also seen in sharper contrast so they can be
detected sooner.

Alarm system (not pictured)
Electronic monitoring system which responds to any
unauthorized interference with the vehicle with audible
and visual alarms. These are triggered by attempts to
open the doors, tailgate or the bonnet or to disconnect
the battery. Operated via the vehicle key.


BMW M Performance carbon gear selector trim
for sport automatic
A sporty look with fascinating depth thanks to multilayered lacquering to the carbon.
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Wing mirror caps in chrome
Perfectly rounds off the individual appearance of the
BMW  Series.
Foglights
Featuring LED technology for more safety in poor
visibility.

Wheel bolt locks (not pictured)
This BMW-speciﬁ c accessory offers maximum
protection against theft. Bolts can only be removed
using the special tool supplied.



For detailed information about the entire BMW M
Performance Accessories range, visit the BMW
website.

Availability dependent on engine type.
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Interior

AESTHETICS AND EXCLUSIVITY IN EVERY DETAIL.
ORIGINAL BMW INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

 -  Travel & Comfort system
This modular system is designed around a base
attachment for the headrest bars. A coat-hanger, folding
table or universal hook can then be ﬁ tted to this. The
coathanger allows clothes to be transported without
creasing. It can also be detached from the mounting
and used to carry clothes outside the vehicle (pic  ).
The folding table gives passengers in the rear a
convenient surface to put things on and is tilt and
height-adjustable. It also includes a foldout cupholder
with a stylish chrome ring. The universal hook offers
a convenient place to hang light shopping bags, suit
hangers and the like. The Travel & Comfort system is
ﬁ nished in a stylish matt black with silver highlights and
goes perfectly with the interior of your BMW.
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 Coolbag
CFC-free electric cooler which chills its contents to
approx.   °C below the temperature inside the vehicle.
Capacity:   litres.

run directly from existing outlets and are suitable for a
variety of interior lighting. They offer both a very long life
and extremely low energy consumption.

LED interior lighting package (not pictured)
Daylight-white light creates a modern ambience as well
as pleasant room brightness.The LED modules can be

 M Sport package, interior
The M door sill ﬁ nisher and the M footrest underline the
sporty look of the BMW  Series.
 Backrest bag, black
A multi-option companion. The backrest bag can be
ﬁ lled with small items prior to setting off and easily
attached to the rear of the driver’s or front passenger’s
seat. It can be folded, is easy to carry and comes in
hard-wearing, easy-to-clean material. Also available in
a beige and red colour option.
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Interior  

BMW junior seat I-II, with/without ISOFIX
Suitable for children weighing  to   kg (age approx. 
months to  years). The seat features a restraint cushion
and a height-adjustable back. The use of the ISOFIX
function is permitted for children weighing up to   kg.
Children weighing more than this should be secured
without the restraint cushion, using the seatbelt.
Available in various colour schemes.




Backrest protector
Protects the upholstery on the back of the two front seats
from dirt and damage.
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BMW junior seat II-III
Suitable for children weighing   to   kg (age approx.
 to   years). The seat can be quickly and easily secured
in place with the three-point belt. The height of the seat
and position of the headrest and side bolsters can be
adjusted with one hand and the seat offers outstanding
lateral protection. The adjustable backrest makes the
BMW junior seat II-III perfect for long journeys and the
removable cover is machine-washable. Various colour
schemes.
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BMW umbrella with LED light (not pictured)
With a matching bag and featuring a removable LED
light in the handle.

All-weather ﬂ oor mats
Dirt-repellent and water-resistant. Available in black.



 -  Floor mats, velour
In Anthracite and Oyster. Available with or without heel
pads.
LED torch, rechargeable
This pocket-sized torch can be connected to the   V
socket for charging.
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For detailed information about the full range of
components for the interior of your BMW  Series,
visit the Accessories section of the BMW website.
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BMW Baby Seat  +, with/without ISOFIX
(not pictured)
Designed for children weighing between  and   kg
(age up to around   months). A seat reducer is included.
The baby seat shell is mounted facing away from the
direction of travel, either on the rear seat, or, provided the
airbag is deactivated, on the front passenger seat. The
shell can be detached from the reboard frame and used
separately as a carrycot. With detachable sun canopy.
Various colour schemes.
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Communication & Information

CUTTING-EDGE ENTERTAINMENT AND HIGH-TECH ON BOARD.
ORIGINAL BMW COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION ACCESSORIES.
2
 ,  ,  Apple iPad holder
In combination with the BMW Car Hotspot, this allows
passengers in the rear to make full use of all the functions
of their iPad. Using the holder, any iPad can be securely
mounted on the base attachment of the Travel & Comfort
system (see p ), and released at the touch of a button.
The position of the device can be adjusted for maximum
comfort and ease of use whether you are reading,
watching videos or sending emails. And thanks to an
integrated stand, the holder can also be used outside
the vehicle.
 +  BMW Car Hotspot
Need to check your bank balance on the move or
look something up on Wikipedia? The BMW Car
Hotspot allows you to use the time you spend in your
car productively or for relaxation. Various devices,
including an iPad, laptop and games consoles, can
all access a wireless internet connection at the same
time, via either a SIM card inserted in the BMW Car
Hotspot or a mobile phone with a SIM access proﬁ le.
The BMW Car Hotspot is ﬁ tted into the centre
armrest, using a snap-in adapter, with a combination
of UMTS (HSDPA) and GSM technology ensuring
the best possible connection. A visual display shows
the current connection status. International roaming
can be switched off by the user. A roof aerial ensures
optimum signal reception and minimizes radiation in
the interior. A BMW Car Hotspot for the upcoming
LTE mobile communications standard is in
development.
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Communication & Information

Snap-in adapter
A safe and secure docking system for current Nokia,
Motorola and Sony Ericsson mobiles, and RIM
BlackBerry® and Apple iPhone devices. With the
telephone-speciﬁ c, quick-change snap-in adapter, a
phone can be charged in conjunction with the mobile
phone preparation with Bluetooth interface. Optimal
network connection is ensured by the exterior antenna
of the vehicle.
 +  Snap-in media adapter
Secure and stable docking system for Apple iPhone
 G/ GS/ and  S with speciﬁ c mounting for every car
model. Optimum network reception is ensured by
the vehicle’s external aerial. An integrated USB/audio
interface enables convenient connection of music and
video ﬁ les in the mobile phone without the need for
an additional cable. With Cover Art, the album cover
related to the music track (audio ﬁ le) being played is



shown in the vehicle display. This allows you to easily
identify the artist or album as you listen. The system is
also suitable for using Apple applications. Additionally,
a separately available snap-in music adapter allows
music ﬁ les in a mobile to be played through the car’s
audio system without an adapter cable.
Rear View camera
Clearly shows the area behind the vehicle on the Control
Display. Interactive lane lines are shown, for example,
so the driver can check if a parking spot is big enough.
The Rear View camera is switched on automatically
when reverse gear is selected (only in conjunction with
Park Distance Control).



USB charging adapter
Allows mobile devices with a USB port to be charged
via the car’s cigarette lighter.




For detailed information about Original BMW
Communication & Information Accessories,
visit the BMW website.









Adapter for Apple iPod/iPhone
Adapter for connecting your Apple iPod or iPhone to
the vehicle’s audio system. Two versions available.


DVD changer
Six discs, supports multichannel audio DVDs, MP compatible; in conjunction with TV or navigation
system Professional with additional video function.



USB extension cable (not pictured)
For easy connection of devices in the vehicle.





AUX connector cable (not pictured)
With gold-plated  . mm jack plug. Two lengths available.





 +  Digital roadmaps
Up to   percent of the road network changes every
year – but with the latest digital street maps you
are always in the picture and the navigation system
can quickly determine the most appropriate route.
Depending on the country version, they feature
integrated congestion warning and the RDS/TMC
(Trafﬁ c Message Channel) functions. The digital
maps are available according to model as an annual
update, including certiﬁ cate, on DVD or USB stick.
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Transportation & Luggage

 -  Rear rack system, click-on
This modern design meets the highest safety standards
and is tested according to strict BMW quality criteria.
Thanks to the innovative click-on function, either of
two components can be quickly and easily assembled.

the carrier and bikes are secured against theft.
Additionally, there is the option to ﬁ t a tow bar,
also achieved in a few simple steps with the
click-on system. Maximum towing capacity:  ,   kg.

The ﬁ rst choice is the rear bike carrier. This allows the
transportation of up to two bikes (also e-bikes) while an
optional ramp makes loading easier. The bike carrier can
be lowered to allow the tailgate to be opened and both





NEW FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT.
ORIGINAL BMW TRANSPORTATION & LUGGAGE ACCESSORIES.





Transportation & Luggage  

 Multifunction ﬁ tted luggage compartment mat
with collapsible box
A visually appealing luggage compartment solution that
combines a non-slip, acid-resistant ﬁ tted mat with a
loading sill protector. The waterproof collapsible box has
a strap inside to hold items like bottles ﬁ rmly in place.
The collapsible box cleverly slots into the ﬁ tted mat to
prevent it from sliding around.


Dog safety harness
Available in a choice of three sizes, the harness is
designed to secure dogs on the rear seat bench, thereby
enhancing the safety of passengers. The dog’s lead can
also be attached to the harness.



 Luggage compartment tie-down straps
Two tear-resistant tie-down straps secure items in the
luggage compartment quickly and safely. Available with
two different fastening mechanisms.

For detailed information about the entire range of
Transportation & Luggage solutions, see the
BMW website.

 Loading sill mat
This padded non-slip mat folds out over the loading sill to
protect it against damage. It also provides a place to sit.



Ski bag
For simple storage of skis. Can be loaded from the
luggage compartment through an opening in the central
rear upright. The ski bag can be stored behind the centre
arm rest in the rear to save space and keep it out of sight
when not needed.





Driver utility set
For your home or journey. Includes selected tools with the
BMW logo, such as bit-holder with chromed blade and
  -piece bit set. Also includes: pocket knife, pocket lamp
and nylon gloves. In a robust nylon wallet with embossed
BMW logo.


Powder ﬁ re extinguisher
Ready for use under the seat.







Luggage compartment net
Secures a variety of items quickly and safely. Attaches to
existing eyelets.
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Index  

EQUIPPED WITH THE BEST IDEAS.
THE ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES RANGE AT A GLANCE.

JOY CARES NATURALLY.
NATURAL CARE – THE ECO-FRIENDLY WAY.
Connecting the joy of driving with sustainability is a guiding principle for BMW. Our
Natural Care products are a clear response to this aspiration. An environmentally sound
and sustainable approach is adopted at every step – from the selection of raw materials
and energy-efﬁ cient manufacturing through to safe application and recycling of the
packaging. The products are predominantly made from natural raw materials, such as
tensides and bio-alcohol from sugar beet, as well as canauba wax and linseed oil. Along
with their eco-friendly attributes, the dermatologically tested Natural Care products also
offer efﬁ cient and powerful action.

Exterior
Alarm system
Car cover
Complete winter wheels
Cross-spoke    ,   "
Cross-spoke    , Ferric Grey   "
Foglights
LED headlights
Light-alloy wheels
Multi-spoke    ,   "
Snow chains
Star-spoke    ,   "
Star-spoke    , chrome,   "
Star-spoke    ,   "
V-spoke    ,   "
V-spoke    ,   "
Wheel bolt locks
Wind deﬂ ector
Wing mirror caps, chrome








 -











M Performance
Alcantara steering wheel
Carbon gear selector trim for
sport automatic
Exhaust system
Front grille, black
V-spoke    M,   "
Wing mirror caps, carbon
Interior
All-weather ﬂ oor mats
Baby seat  +, with/without ISOFIX
Backrest protector
Backrest bag, black
Child seats
Coolbag
Floor mats, velour
LED interior lighting package
LED torch, rechargeable
M Sport package, interior







 
 
 

 

 

 


Travel & Comfort system
Umbrella with LED light
Communication & Information
Adapter for Apple iPod/iPhone
Apple iPad holder
AUX connector cable
Car Hotspot
Digital roadmaps
DVD changer
Rear View camera
Snap-in adapter
Snap-in media adapter
USB charging adapter
USB extension cable
Transport & Luggage solutions
Dog safety harness
Driver utility set
Loading sill mat
Luggage compartment net



Luggage compartment tie-down straps
Multifunction ﬁ tted luggage compartment
mat with collapsible box
Powder ﬁ re extinguisher
Rear rack system, click-on
Ski bag
Cleaning & Care
Natural Care products

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Find inspiration at www.bmw.com where
you can check out more pictures and
detailed information about the full range of
Original BMW Accessories.

Learn more about the range of Natural Care products and other Original BMW Care
Products on the BMW website.

THE RIGHT ACCESSORIES.
THE RIGHT SERVICE.
The excellence of BMW cars is matched only by the quality of BMW Service. When you visit your BMW Service Centre, you can expect
expert professional advice from highly trained staff using the very latest in diagnostic technology. And the global BMW Service network
means help is always at hand, wherever you are in the world – for the unlimited joy of driving.
For more information on what is available from BMW Service, please contact your BMW Service Centre, or visit www.bmw.com/service

More about BMW

www.bmw.com

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

Your BMW Service Centre will be happy to advise.

The models illustrated in this brochure may show items of optional equipment which are not part of the standard speciﬁ cation. Subject
to changes in design, equipment speciﬁ cations and content. Errors and omissions excepted. Apple ®, iPhone®, iPad® and iPod® are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. © BMW AG, Munich/Germany. Not to be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior written
permission of BMW AG, Munich. Part number                 , VB-  . Printed in Germany   /    .

